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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learnings from a life’s work:� The Doug Engelbart ArchivesThis is the story of the career, archives, and forward vision of a man whose 50-year career covered significant groundbreaking territory in a whole new field(s) of inquiry and human capability. All this was sparked by getting engaged to my mom in 1951. Next day driving to work he began wondering if he should have any further goals beyond going to college (done), getting a steady job (done), and starting a family (launched). His wondering led to this series of epiphanies:� We as a people will be facing increasingly complex, urgent problems and challenges, need to get better at solving important problems … collectively Computers can be harnessed to help us work in all new more agile and effective ways Just as important, the human side of the equation –- paradigms, culture, language, methodologies, conventions, roles --  must be explored in tandem We need a strategic approach for accelerating progress on this frontier
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Story in a nutshell
19621951

1998
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1968

“Boosting our Collective IQ”

1969

19781988

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PART I – THE STORY�Doug Engelbart’s vision since 1951In 1951 after getting engaged to my mom, his epiphanies began. He went back to school for a PhD, and in 1957 landed a research job at Stanford Research Institute where he thought he had the best chance of eventually pursuing his vision.   In 1962 he published a detailed conceptual framework for this pursuit, which he initially called “augmenting the human intellect”  (and later “boosting our Collective IQ” (1990s)). Funding from ARPA followed, his research lab was in full swing by 1964, and new capabilities in full operation in his lab by 1967. He and his team presented a mind-blowing demonstration in 1968, were in on the ground floor of computer networking in 1969 (first ARPANET test transmission was issued from his computer lab to UCLA), etc. He called his research lab the Augmentation Research Center (ARC).�For him the information technologies were all part of pioneering entirely new ways of working together to solve important problems. This resulted in a prolifery of pioneering firsts in interactive computing, online knowledge work, hypermedia, groupware, online communities, online journals, knowledge management, computer supported software design and development, telecommuting, as well as new methodologies, organizational roles, and strategic approach which included innovating the pioneering process itself. All of these innovations were first developed and harnessed in the ARC lab, then disseminated out to their user base. Somewhere in there he invented the mouse (1963). I personally joined the ARC lab in 1978, with a BA in Cultural Anthropology and an interest in the culture of organizations -- first as an intern, then as a customer support rep for early NLS users who were by now networked in across the countryIn 1988 after several job changes for each of us, we joined forces and founded the Bootstrap Institute (now the Doug Engelbart Institute), to facilitate collaborative implementations of hiss work. By 1998 we were building momentum, which he presented at http://www.dougengelbart.org/events/30th.html�

http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/dougs-1968-demo.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/events/30th.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/history/engelbart.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/pubs/augment-3906.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/mouse.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/dougs-1968-demo.html�
http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/internet.html�
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The human element

Alumni
100+

research team
1-47 people 

over 20+ years

• experimental methods,
conventions, practices

• new roles
• strategic approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advancing our archives and/or collective IQ is only partly a technical problem, the rest is human – understanding context, vision, goals, motivations, approach, paradigms, culture, language, symbology, skills, methodologies, processes, roles, conventions, how we organize our environment, etc.At the high point of his research in the 1970s, his team grew to 47 people. Altogether we count over 100 alumni. The bonding in the group was significant. There were I think 5 marriages, and multiple reunions over the years. The group photo in the slide shows alumni and a few close colleagues attending the 1998 30th anniversary of the 1968 demo celebration (http://www.dougengelbart.org/events/30th.html)��
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PART II – THE ARCHIVESRecords include:2,000+ historic photos from the ARC labPublished reports, papers, articles, proposalsArtifacts – hardware such as computers, display workstations and teletypes (not saved), the original mouse, production model mice, keysets, Software source codeOnline repository in the in NLS/Augment system including catalogued journals of memos, meeting minutes, thinkpieces, design documents, project planning, tasks, source code, bug reports, release documentation, system documentation, contact info, … --  much of it preserved in the system (NLS), on mag tapes, and in hardcopy printoutsBackup storage media (magnetic tapes, discs, diskettes) Personal records include his lab notes (spiral-bound notebooks of ideas and meeting notes going back to early 1960s), calendars, correspondence, contact logs, todo lists, drafts, commentary, College Degrees and transcripts, Curriculum Vitae, Honors, Patents, Biographical info, …Presentation slides (35mm, transparencies, slidedecks in MacDraw, Powerpoint, MacroMedia Director), workshop materials, Films/videos of demos, talks, lectures, workshops, and interviews, audio interviews, Oral histories (by Smithsonian and Stanford Libraries Special Collections), audio recordings of workshops and meetings Press – copies and originals of featured in articles, news segments, books, etc. in print and video that either featured or made significant reference to Doug and his team
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Archiving real-time

online

physical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Real-Time Archiving: “born archival”He and his research team used the tools and methodologies they developed for all their work on computer since 1963-64, which had built-in real-time archiving; they practiced rigorous repository management methodologies both online and off, including indexing by unique identifier numbers all non-online items in their libraryonline journals memos, meeting notes, thinkpieces, design documents, project planning, source code --  much of it preserved in the system (NLS), on mag tapes, printoutsprinted hardcopy library, including binders of software source code, journaled documents, texts, papers, press articles, books, photos,…��
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(Re)Archiving

1995
our first website

1990s
Stanford 

MouseSite

preserved by
Internet Archive

on the web

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first website 1995 – initially the things people normally asked for when they wanted an interview or to have him come give a talk – e.g. portrait photo, bio, CV, patents, -- plus the things we wanted to share broadly such as his key papers. Later added brochure and Newsletters, and more and more. Here’s an early one from 1996 http://replay.waybackmachine.org/19961020064605/http://www.bootstrap.org/home.htmlThe Stanford MouseSite represented an enormous effort at Stanford Libraries Special Collections to literally rescue archives from a flooded storage locker, preserve it, cull through and preserve it, develop finding aids, and comprehensively annotated reference indexes, scanning key documents, remastering the 1968 demo from the 3  reels of 16mm film, posting it in whole, and in expertly annotated segments, and documented their process and experience on the site in 1997

http://sloan.stanford.edu/MouseSite/�
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Archiving on the web

Computer 
History Museum

2010
Internet Archive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elizabeth Jake Feinler, who oversaw the ARC lab’s library and co-founded the ARPANET’s Network Information Center with Doug in the lab in 1969 (later the NIC spun off on its own), took all of her archives, which included significant hardcopy archives from the ARC lab, to the Computer History Museum where she has spent several years preserving and cataloging the materials and recently creating a comprehensive finding aid.Computer History Museum has also recently opened it’s phenomenal Exhibit “Revolution: The First 2000 Years of Computing”, which includes artifacts from my father’s early lab (replica of the original mouse and more).  The exibit will soon be browseable online (Spring 2011).�http://www.computerhistory.org/exhibits/Visit the Internet Archive digital collection Doug Engelbart Video Archives (more to come)�http://www.archive.org/details/dougengelbartarchives

http://www.archive.org/details/dougengelbartarchives�
http://www.computerhistory.org/exhibits/�
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Context
What’s their story?

What were they thinking?

“firsts”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the stuff, and so many pioneering firsts. Organizing, preserving, cataloging all the materials is one thing. Digitizing and uploading, with file naming conventions, etc. is another. Now how to understand how everything relates, connect the dots, research the individual pieces of the puzzle, establish linkages and cross references, pull out the stories and convey the context, what does it all mean, why does it matter, what is the impactSee how our story section is shaping uphttp://dougengelbart.org/library/engelbart-archives.html#Stories

http://dougengelbart.org/library/engelbart-archives.html�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establishing Context �Case Example #1 – the story of the mouseI put together a number of thumbnail sketches, including the story of the first computer mouse, with links to key archive resources at SRI International, Logitech, Stanford Libraries MouseSite, etc. – including photos and patent on the first mouse, a short video interview of dad describing how/why he invented it, description of the display workstation it was designed to work with, other devices they experimented with, etc. �http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/mouse.htmlFor more stories of pioneering firsts see:�http://dougengelbart.org/library/engelbart-archives.html#Stories

http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/mouse.html�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establishing Context �Case Example #2 – the story of the Vannevar Bush Symposium VideosIn 2010 I unearthed the complete set of 11 videotapes from the 1995 MIT/Brown Vannever Bush Symposium held in honor of the 50th anniversary of Bush’s 1945 Atlantic Monthly article “As We May Think.” This discovery led me to research the symposium online, finding program archives at both MIT and Brown dating back to 1995(!), sorting through and cross-correlating those, then discovering there is NO Vannevar Bush digital archive(!), watching some of the footage, discovering in all these resources a very rich repository of photos, film footage, animations, etc. and of course stories, with more context in the program archives and scattered elsewhere online. I pulled all this together with a Symposium portal page on our website. Meantime I in watching my father’s presentation footage, I realized he had barely mentioned anything about his own first encounters with the Vannevar Bush article, a story in itself. So I went back through his oral histories and pieced together THAT story, discovered Stanford had previously scanned and posted a letter my father had written to Bush in 1962, and Jake Feinler at Computer History Museum had unearthed a photo copy of Bush’s 1945 article with my father’s hand written notes scribbled in the margins circa 1962, which the CHM then scanned and sent to me to post on our website with permission from the Atlantic Monthly… Amazing how a task like ‘uploading an annotating 11 videos’ can turn into a project akin to a masters thesis.The resulting 1995 MIT/Brown Vannever Bush Symposium portal page:�http://www.dougengelbart.org/events/vannevar-bush-symposium.html

http://www.dougengelbart.org/events/vannevar-bush-symposium.html�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created a master portal page into the Doug Engelbart Archive Collection to pull all the pieces together in one jumping off point, with links to the digital media, the stories, and the subcollections at Stanford Libraries Special Collections, Computer History Museum, Internet Archive, Smithsonian, etc.:http://dougengelbart.org/library/engelbart-archives.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Had a chance to meet at MIT with the head digital archivist of the beautifully rendered Doc Edgerton Collection – very inspiring!http://edgerton-digital-collections.org/

http://edgerton-digital-collections.org/�
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Where to go from here

• Learn from the Edgerton Digital Collection 
and archivists of notable persons

• Digital storytelling
• Digital museums – NMC MIDEA
• Engage faculty and interns
• Partnering and Funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evolving the Doug Engelbart Archive CollectionNetwork with archivists of other notable persons to share best practicesLearn from related disciplines such asDigital storytelling http://www.storycenter.orgDigital museums http://midea.nmc.org/ see especially http://midea.nmc.org/about/Engage faculty and interns – here’s our first stab at it http://www.dougengelbart.org/projects/student-showcase.htmlPartnering and Funding – just embarking on thisNote: one key element of my father’s strategic vision is networking to collaborate on improving practices and technologies in what he calls Networked Improvement Communities (NICs) http://www.dougengelbart.org/about/nics.htmlThe wonderful Internet Archive workshop on Personal Digital Archiving is a great opportunity for connecting ideas and people in this field! 

http://edgerton-digital-collections.org/�
http://edgerton-digital-collections.org/�
http://www.storycenter.org/�
http://midea.nmc.org/�
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Objectives beyond webifying

• Humanizing history
• Connecting the technology to the vision
• Communicating the primary significance 
of the vision
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PART III – HIS CALL TO ACTION�How his work informs directions in “Personal and Collective Archiving”Our archive initiative is part of a larger initiative to fully document his work. The real magic in what he accomplished is in his strategic vision, his call to action, which is still not only viable, but more prescient than ever. http://dougengelbart.org/

http://dougengelbart.org/�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enabling a Dynamic Knowledge EcosystemPeople’s lives are imbedded in a ‘knowledge ecosystem’ – through the course of daily life and life’s events, stuff accumulates – photos, documents, records of key events, etc. Let’s say the nodes in the ecosystem could represent all the activities in a person’s life that generate these documents.Now let’s say they represent the person and all his/her family members with their stuff, or all of the people in a person’s life each of whom has his/her own accumulation of sometimes intersecting documents.Now let’s say the nodes represent that person and all their activities at work, with all the stuff that generates.
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Knowledge Ecosystem
All plugged into a collective intelligence
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“Boosting our Collective IQ”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enabling a Dynamic Knowledge Ecosystem (cont)Throw in all the people the person interacts with at work and all their stuff, and all the people whose stuff their stuff interacts with.As you scale up the number of intersecting people, activities and repositories involved, and move into the present time with increasingly real-time generation and access of archivable stuff, it all quickly gets out of hand.And the archiving task in the work world is even more challenging, with projects, initiatives, programs in the public and private sector becoming increasingly complex, urgent, global, interdependent.Ultimately we are all part of a collective intelligence, if you take one person and pull a thread and follow that it can take you anywhere and everywhere. We are all participants in the bigger picture. What we each do contributes to the whole, impacts the whole, and vice versa. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enabling a Dynamic Knowledge Ecosystem (cont)The essence of archival documents that accumulate in a repository, whether in our work or personal lives, for the most part fall into three categories:Dialog – from interactions with others such as correspondence, post cards and holiday greetings, stories, conversations, commentary, recorded visits and meetings, email, etc.Intelligence collection – stuff gathered from the person(s)’ external environment like souvenirs from travels and events, press clippings, articles, research materials, data gathered, reference books, conference programsKnowledge products – stuff the person(s) generated like photo albums, home movies, birth announcements, wedding invitations, school reports and essays, press releases, reports, planning documents, etc.And the-to-day activities out of which these documents accumulate and evolve – such as interacting with each other and the outside world, sharing, exchanging, collaborating, scanning the environment, researching, analyzing, fall into three basic knowledge processes concurrently:�Developing knowledgeIntegrating knowledgeApplying knowledgeIt’s all happening concurrently in individuals’ lives, in their households, work environments, extended families, circle of friends, communities, professional societies and consortia, industry sectors, humanitarian initiatives, governments, and societies, all around the world.The problem set we’re solving for quickly scales up from personal archives up to global archives, from dusty, decaying physical archives to living digital archives – anything and everything we enjoy having around us, like keepsakes, or that we might some day need to get our hands on real-time to be effective at home, in our communities and in the workplace.For more information see:About Collective IQ an overview of what our tools need to supporthttp://dougengelbart.org/about/collective-iq.html
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Open
Evolvable, migratable
Interoperable
Malleable, custom views
Permeable, every

object addressable,
linkable in any file
Identifyable, every object

stamped with author and
time of creation/edits
Annotate
Extensible
Customizable
Seamless experience
Shared desktop ubiquitous
Online publishing with ID 

and version management

Tool / Knowledge
Requirements: Functionality ubiquitous in all tools you use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enabling a Dynamic Knowledge Ecosystem with an Open Hyperdocument SystemMy father saw early on that to work more intelligently, to augment/magnify/propel our collective intelligence, we need much more effective ways of working individually and collectively, and computers could help us not only capture our current thinking in novel ways, but also enhance our abilities to think and work more productively as part of a vast shared information space. Computers could enable and support how we think, gather, integrate, develop, use, innovate, recombine and build on existing knowledge in a whole new way – no longer limited to a physical page, you could craft, manipulate, navigate in a whole new medium that is more directly symbiotic with our brain…The information technology revolution has come a long way since then, but it has only scratched the surface of the potential he envisioned. We are still quite literally in the primitive stages.What’s missing is an open architecture that supports a basic set of hyperdocument functionalities, for which he coined the term “open hyperdocument system” (OHS), that are of critical importance wherever archiving matters or collective IQ matters, yet not generally addressed by the application-oriented IT paradigm we are in today. Basic attributes of the OHS architecture listed in the above slide, left, and the missing functionality spelled out elsewhere (see references below), are needed to support our basic knowledge processes and real-time archive repositories that emerge from those processes.For more information see:About An Open Hyperdocument System (OHS) - and overview of requirements for OHS�http://dougengelbart.org/about/ohs.html More on getting beyond paper and linear media – a short blog entry on the promise of digital technology re: the concept of a “document”�http://collectiveiq.wordpress.com/2010/05/17/more-on-getting-beyond-paper-and-linear-media/About Open Hyper Tools – implementation scenarios to start getting OHS functionality in our existing toolbase�http://dougengelbart.org/about/open-hyper-tools.htmlBoosting Our Collective IQ: A Knowledge-Centric Approach – a newly published selection of Doug’s writings with preface and conclusions by me, detailing what’s needed in the technology, what’s still missing, and what we can do about it�http://www.psgroup.com/detail.aspx?id=1097
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final word on why Collective IQ mattersAll the day to day activities we’re involved in, all the opportunities, challenges, heartaches and problems we face in the world, are increasing in complexity and urgency. This is happening on a global scale, and it’s increasingexponentially.Already we as a people are not equipped to adequately address such challenges as economic sustainability, clean energy, clean water, safe schools and communities, world hunger, obesity and other preventable or potentially curable illnesses on the rise, environmental concerns, natural disasters, war, etc… As complexity and urgency continue to increase exponentially, we as a society must work out dramatically better ways to get a handle on pressing issues, collectively anticipate and circumvent potential problems, address important challenges, and exploit opportunities in more intelligent ways than we do now. In other words, we must boost our Collective IQ exponentially.What if we could double our Collective IQ in 5 years, or 2 years? What if we don’t?We can solve for Personal Digital Archiving in a way that also solves for Boosting Collective IQ. If we do this we’ll be creating a larger opportunity for archiving in general, while also creating alignment toward a larger goal that offers tremendous benefit to present and future generations of family, business, society and the planet. This is the essence of Doug Engelbart’s strategic vision he set forth in 1962, the core message running through all his archives, and the call to action he issued which is still in effect."Innovate how we work collectively... �The real gauntlet that Doug Engelbart threw down on the table 40 years ago �is for us to create the "Innovation superhighway," �not just the information superhighway." �– Patty Seybold, President & CEO, Patricia Seybold Group,� and Author of Outside Innovation [Source 2008]For more on where we need to take the technology for both Personal Digital Archiving and Boosting Collective IQ, see:Boosting Our Collective IQ: A Knowledge-Centric Approach  – a newly published selection of Doug’s writings with preface and conclusions by me, detailing what’s needed in the technology, what’s still missing, and what we can do about it�http://www.psgroup.com/detail.aspx?id=1097To see how the technology plays in the larger scheme of things, see:Augmenting Society's Collective IQ – Doug’s keynote abstract presented at Hypertext 2004�http://www.dougengelbart.org/about/vision-highlights.html
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www.dougengelbart.org 

Appreciation
• Alumni from Doug’s lab and Institute

– Jeff Rulifson, Harvey Lehtman, Jake Feinler , Bill Daul
– Doug’s long-time secretary Mary Coppernoll

• SRI International and Logitech at all levels
• Stanford Library Special Collections 

– Henry Lowood, Tim Lenoir and team
• Computer History Museum

– Paula Jabloner, Marc Weber, Jake Feinler
• Internet Archive 

– Brewster Kahle, Laura Milvy, Jeff Ubois, and team

• New Media Consortium (nmc.org) 
– Larry Johnson and Alan Levine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The efforts of many people have gone into producing the Doug Engelbart Archive Collection.
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